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The prophet Isaiah who was the “seer” or astronomer for King Hezekiah, is relating events that took place & were 
going to continue to take place during his lifetime circa 700 BC. He announced the “end of the world.” He speaks 
of Helel/Lucifer/Venus having “come down” or ‘fallen down” to Earth (the name Venus stems from Latin Venire, “to 
come”) Venus ‘falling down’ means that Venus approached Earth & the electric interactions  of the plasma sheath of 
each planet caused innumerable catastrophes , including famine, pestilence, droughts, floods, orbit changes, 
vulcanism, global cooling, etc. and Helel/Lucifer/Venus is referred  to as the winged serpent (similar to the Maya 
Quetzalcoatl/ Venus of 1500 BC). The Prophet/astronomer Isaiah is acting as the messenger or Yahweh, who’s 
message is that the winged serpent/ Venus will be sent down again to punish & cause destruction to the enemies of 
Yahweh, who were the kings of Babylon (Marduk & his son Nebo/Nabu.) Since the time of Hammurabi about 2000 
BC & specially after 1000 BC Marduk & Nebu became chief deities. Marduk rewrote the Sumerian ‘Tablets of 
Creation,’ called it Enuma Elish & in it supplanted his father’s enemy & half brother Ea/Enki for Saturn, who 
previously represented Elil; & Marduk became represented by Jupiter, the chief deity at the time, due to the 
catastrophes caused by Jupiter circa 2100 BC. Yahweh/Elil’s son Ninurta/Hadad & EL/Cronus/Ea were enemy gods 
combined as one in the bible. To truly understand sacred texts like the old testament & the bible, we need to 
understand the enmity of the royal bloodlines that have existed since the dawn of civilization. hebrewnations.com 
is a great source, as well as the books of Sir Laurence Gardner, who goes into the subject in depth in his book 
“Genesis of the grail Kings.”   The 12 tribes of the Hebrews, including the tribe of Judah known as the Jewish 
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people, worshipped many gods, who represented the many planets that had caused catastrophes on Earth, 
including Saturn, called El or Elohim -plural of El (Enlil).  
‘El’ supplanted the previous chief ruler & father of all the gods Anu (Uranus), father of Elil. Elil/Enlil & his son 
Ninurta/Hadad or Adad were also known as Baal or Ba’al. Marduk became known as Bel, Ammon/ Amun-Ra/
Hammon and his father Enki/Ea supplanted Enlil as Saturn/Kronos.  

That is why  the Jewish prophets’ messages from the terrestrial Lords/gods (including biblical passages, such as 
Isaiah) refer to the chief deities as EL (Saturn) & Yahweh (Jupiter). Even Velikovsky’s many sources, being himself 
the son of a Rabbi, stem from Chaldean & Babylonian sources, not from the original Mesopotamian sources written 
about 2 or 3 millennia before (note that ‘Lunar years’ meant months).  
Praeparatio Evangelica IV.xvi: “Kronos [El] was deified in the star Saturn.” This statement is quoted by Eusebius 
from Philo’s redaction of the lost Phoenician History of Sanchuniathon. Some classical writers, among them Tacitus 
(Histories V.4) alleged that the Jews were worshippers of Saturn; cf. Augustine’s refutation in Contra Faustum 
Manichaeum XX. 13. 

These tribes genetically descended from these Sumerian human ‘Lords’ & rulers know as Patriarchs (the Manus of 
the Hindus); who could not get along with each other and had very dysfunctional tribal & family relationships & 
civilization & thous, the never ending wars we still sadly have to endure, enslavement and enmity amongst the 
nations of the world. Perhaps we can heal & learn how to get along with each other, if we can understand the root 
of the enmity amongst nations. Since ancient times, the masses were made to believe that the enemies of their 
rulers, kings & ‘gods’ were the ones responsible for causing Planetary catastrophes & much misery & death on 
Earth; as can be seen in Isaiah 14 being blamed on Lucifer/Venus & Babylon. 
From Velikovsky’s archive: Hillel ben Shahar (Hillel son of the Morning Dawn) in Isaiah, was the planet Venus, the 
male Lucifer. Many of the psalms reflect astral religion. The psalms “Hallel” may have been adopted from the 
“pagan” worship of the Morning Star. So the planet Venus was not always considered to be a female deity.  



The visions of “the Lord” traversing the sky with rays streaming from his body, as in Habbakuk/Venus: 
The chapter of Habakkuk makes the impression of describing an apparition of the comet Venus:  
“His glory covered the heavens… and his brightness was as the light; he had horns coming out of his hand... 
burning coals went forth at his 
feet ... [he] drove asunder the nations; and the everlasting mountains were scattered.... Was thine anger against 
the rivers? Was thy wrath against the sea, that thou didst ride upon thine horses and thy chariots of salvation...? 
Thou didst cleave the earth with rivers. The mountains saw thee, and they trembled: the overflowing of the water 
passed by: the deep uttered his voice... The sun and moon stood still in their habitation: at the sight of thy arrows 
they went, and at the shining of thy glittering spear. Thou didst march through the land in indignation, though 
didst thresh the heathen in anger... Thou didst walk through the sea with thine horses, through the heap of great 
waters.” (Habakkuk, ch. 3)  

The Venus/Earth & Venus/Mars/Earth/Moon events are recorded in many Babylonian steles, which at the top of 
each stele, show the planets causing the damage taking place on Earth. At the end of the 8th & the beginning of 
the 7th century, the approaches occurred every 15 years. These approaches are also as described in Homer’s Iliad & 
the Mahabharata, and the Maya Codex; as they were catastrophes experienced worldwide. The 15 year approaches 
lasted over 100 years (see Velikovlsy’s archive & search for Isaiah, he is mentioned over and over).  

The ‘day of the Lord’ refers to the approaching of comets expected to cause destruction & judgement the masses. 
Following the earthquake of -747, king Uzziah ceded effective control of Judah to his son Jotham. It was in the 
same year,  the very day of the catastrophe according to rabbinical sources, Isaiah understood that the catastrophes 
& destruction that the nation witnessed on that day, was to be one of many, and that they would not cease “until 
the cities be wasted without inhabitant, and the houses without man, and the land be utterly desolate.” (6:11) He 
spoke to Judah, depicting the catastrophe that had taken place: “Your country is desolate, your cities are burned 



with fire” (1:7)—for the Lord “hath stretched forth his hand” against his people “and hath smitten them: and the 
hills did tremble, and their carcasses were torn in the midst of the streets.” And he warned of new disasters to 
come: “For all this his anger is not turned away but his hand is stretched out still.” (5:25)  

Velikovsky’s Worlds in Collision, narrates the frightening apparitions in the sky, as well as abrupt changes in climate 
that made many agricultural practices obsolete. In -687 (or possibly -701) same year of Sennacherib’s debacle, as 
described in the books of Isaiah, II Kings, and II Chronicles.  

Now, lets take a look at ISAIAH 14 
The link provided is the most faithful literal translation of the Hebrew text and it has alternate definitions to the 
words used to better comprehend the text. http://qbible.com/hebrew-old-testament/isaiah/14.html 

The first parts, from 14:1 to 14:11 basically say that Yahweh/Jehovah is promising to restore Israel & punish the 
Kings, & enemies (Babylon) of Yahweh & enslave them like they had been enslaved, by Babylon: 
14:1  For x3588 Yähwè 3068 יָהוֶה will have mercy 7355 z8762 on x853 Ya`áköv 3290 ,יַעֲֹקב and will yet x5750 
choose 977 z8804 Yi$rä´ël 3478 ,יִׂשָראֵל and set y3240 z8689 x5117 them in x5921 their own land: 127 and the 
strangers 1616 shall be joined 3867 z8738 with x5921 them, and they shall cleave 5596 z8738 to x5921 the house 
1004 of Ya`áköv (Jacob)…. 

4:12 How x349 art thou fallen 5307 z8804 from heaven, 8064 x4480 O Hêlël (LUCIFER/VENUS)  1966,הֵילֵל son 
1121 of the morning! 7837 z8676 y3213 z8685 [how] art thou cut down 1438 z8738 to the ground, 776 which 
didst weaken 2522 z8802 x5921 the nations (masses/gentiles)! 1471 

Translation: Isaiah is acting as the messenger of Yahweh, who addresses the peoples of Palestine & Helel, who is 
Lucifer, VENUS. Yahweh is threatening to come down & destroy & punish Lucifer & kill its  descendants & followers 
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with famine & a ‘rod that smokes’ (which is similar to the pillar of fire of the Exodus; which are plasma discharges 
& thunderbolts that charr the land & cause much destruction). Condemning Lucifer/Venus for approaching Earth 
(falling from Heaven) & causing catastrophes & weakening the masses. These catastrophes blamed on Venus,  
caused the anger of Jews who broke into pieces the effigy of the bronze serpent that used to be worshiped in the 
temple at Jerusalem, since the time of Moses circa 1450 BC; because they felt abandoned by Venus. 

14:13 For thou x859 hast said 559 z8804 in thine heart, 3824 I will ascend 5927 z8799 into heaven, 8064 I will 
exalt 7311 z8686 my throne 3678 above 4605 x4480 the stars 3556 of ´Ël 410 :אֵל I will sit 3427 z8799 also upon 
the mount 2022 of the congregation (assembly), 4150 in the sides 3411 of the north (north is unknown or 
hidden): 6828 
14:14 I will ascend 5927 z8799 above x5921 the heights 1116 of the clouds; 5645 I will be like 1819 z8691 `Elyôn 

Translation: Yahweh has promised me, that I will “ascend or transform” into a planet or Star, like i.e. Saturn, 
Jupiter or Venus. I will be like Elyon (Elyon is El/Saturn, considered a supreme planet or Star. Yahweh is supposed 
to represent Jupiter). This star or planet will be high above the clouds (the throne of heaven refers to a planet, 
comet or star) and will be sitting as part of the assembly as one of the planets near Saturn in a hidden place.  

The Jews were polytheistic, worshipping any planet that they believed was causing the catastrophes on Earth (such 
as Saturn, Jupiter, and Venus, represented by the  the Serpent built & worshipped  by Moses during the exodus. 
The Jews also worshiped Cronus/Saturn/Ea. That is the reason given to the people Yahweh/ Jehovah  punished 
them for being unfaithful. This concept of apotheosis or ascension & transformation into a Star, Blazing Star or 
Comet has been used in all cultures around the world since very ancient times, throughout history and still being 
used until recent times by royalty & rulers, such all the roman Caesars, Louis the XIV of France, etc. It was first 
mentioned in the Book of Enoch, the Prophet. By the way,  Prophets like Enoch & Isaiah, John the Baptist, Jesus, 
etc, were astronomers or keepers of the ancient secret astronomical knowledge that could foretell cosmic or 
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planetary events & knew & understood the signs that precede these events. The four horsemen of the Apocalypse 
are described in Revelation chapter 6, verses 1-8 as some of the signs of the End Times which are war, famine, 
pestilence & disease.) 

14:15 Yet x389 thou shalt be brought down 3381 z8714 to x413 hell, 7585 to x413 the sides 3411 of the pit. 953 

Translation: You Venus, shall be brought down to Earth & imprisoned in Hades (a subterranean prison.) 

14:16 & 14:17 Obviously refer to earthquakes & catastrophes. And Yahweh addressing his enemy Lucifer/Venus, is 
condemning & damming he for having destroyed the land & the people.  

14:22 For I will rise up 6965 z8804 against x5921 them, saith 5002 z8803 Yähwè 3068 יָהוֶה Xævä´ô± ,צְבָאֹות 
6635 and cut off 3772 z8689 from Bävel ּבָבֶל(Babylon) 894 the name, 8034 and remnant, 7605 and son, 5209 and 
nephew, 5220 saith 5002 z8803 Yähwè  

14:29  Rejoice 8055 z8799 not x408 thou, whole x3605 Pæleše± ּפְלֶׁשֶת, Palestine 6429 because x3588 the rod 
7626 of him that x3588 smote 5221 z8688 thee is broken: 7665 z8738 for out of the serpent's y5175 root 8328 
x4480 x5175 shall come forth 3318 z8799 a cockatrice, 6848 and his fruit 6529 [shall be] a fiery y8314 z0 flying 
winged y5774 z8789 serpent. 8314 x5774 

14:30 And the firstborn 1060 of the poor 1800 shall feed, 7462 z8804 and the needy 34 shall lie down 7257 z8799 
in safety: 983 and I will kill 4191 z8689 thy root 8328 with famine, 7458 and he shall slay 2026 z8799 thy 
remnant. 7611 

Translation: Yahweh will kill their enemies (& followers of Lucifer, Venus)  using the plasma discharges of the 
“Winged Serpent spewing fire” & electric interactions causing famine & catastrophes (brought on by the planet 
Venus, Mars & their accompanying moons; with electric interactions & disruptions of the Moon & Earth including 
orbit & axial tilts).  
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14:31 Addressing the peoples of Palestine says there shall come 935 z8804 from the ( from an unknown place) 
north 6828 x4480 a smoke (vapour, poisons of toxic elements caused by the planet’s close approaches, maybe due 
to connecting of their plasma & debris tails (current sheets).  

Translation: When plasma discharges & destruction will come from the north the people of Palestine will be 
protected. 

14:32 And peoples will be protected in Zion, which was founded by Yahweh…. 

Conclusion: 

Human rulers, patriarchs & high priests, pretending to be the Planets like Yahweh, El Elyon, Isaiah, Ouranos, 
Cronus, Osiris, Marduk, Baal, Athena, Zeus, Alexander the Great, Constantine, Roman Caesars, Tanit, Quetzalcoatl, 
Buddha, to name a few, and ascending or transforming into the Planets or Stars who were considered “immortal 
gods”, have ruled over humanity since circa 7,500 years. 

The planet Venus has been causing catastrophes on planet Earth since 1450 BC, as recorded by the ancient 
chronologers & Myths, when Earth, Venus & Neptune were close approaching. The approaches happened cyclically 
probably also around the destruction of the Temple of Solomon, and thus the symbol of Venus is depicted as a 5 
pointed Star in the Seal of Solomon. A few centuries later, as shown in the biblical texts of Isaiah, in the 8th & 7th 
centuries BC, the orbits of Mars & Venus were also approaching each other & the Earth/Moon as well. They were 
circularizing their orbits, as they had been capture from Jupiter c. 2100 BC, into the inner Solar system. Seems that 
Venus had acquired a 575 year cycle related to Jupiter-Earth-Venus-Sun since 619 BC (see source) and so the 
peoples of the world kept worshipping Venus, as late as the middle ages.  

(Please refer my paper Venus - Tanit for more information, & Mythos & Cosmogony for full description of events & 
more decoding of  terms in ancient texts). 
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Jupiter-Venus-Earth-Sun 575 years cycle & Sun Spot Cycle 
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Orbit, Pole shifts & Climate changes due to Jupiter & Venus's orbital influence 
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